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EDITORIAL 
 
Well a few weeks ago it did not look like there would be enough copy for a Propshaft by the mid 
September deadline, but the regular contributors came to the fore as usual to keep the news 
flowing. No technical articles this month, but on reflection perhaps not enough room for any, still 
my intention to keep this thread running but I can’t do it all on my own so those of you with some 
expertise in the Petrol and Electric side of the boating scene please consider passing some of that 
on. Without a doubt a most effective way of advancing our level of performance and reliability, so 
potential contributors please give this some thought. 
 
Finally a plug for the NI Champs in Masterton at Labour weekend, please get your entries in they 
close on 24 September and note racing is Saturday and Sunday only with Monday a travel home 
day. I will attach the entry form to the last page in case anyone has problems downloading the 
entry form from the website where you probably got this Propshaft from, unless it was posted to 
you. 
 
Another plug, I encourage host clubs to make their entry forms available on the NZMPBA website 
linked to the calendar so that those interested have an easy means (one stop shop) of finding 
them. And well in advance is good too, the WMPBC November entry form has been on the 
website for weeks. 

Presidents Report 
September 2012 
Hi folks, 
 
Well, we are into September, and coming to the end of our racing calendar for this year.  By all 
accounts it has been a great racing season, and we still have some good events to come, eg, the 
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final rounds of the Off Shore Series, and the North Island Championship at Masterton over Labour 
Weekend. 
 
On a committee level we have had a quiet time for the last couple of months due to the untimely 
passing of my wife Jill,  and Grahame Haines has been having a bit of a rough time down in 
Blenheim,  what with work commitments and illness.  
 
I would like to take this opportunity to thank the Association for your kind messages of support to 
myself and my family over the last couple of months, thank you all so much. 
 
As a committee we have been working on several projects of importance.  One of these has been 
working on a Risk Management Plan,  which when finished will provide guidelines on what is 
expected in the way of safety at our national events and at club level.  Our organisation is based 
on individual memberships, we have no formal process for appointing Regional Clubs as 
‘affiliated’,   so the responsibility for safety rests with all of us.   I found that when working with our 
local council here in Masterton in organising the North Island Champs,  the Council required as 
part of their procedure that we submit  a ‘Risk Management Plan’,   along with plans for ‘Noise’,  
‘First Aid’,  ‘Rubbish removal’,  ‘Security’,  etc etc,  the list seemed endless.   This shows the way 
Councils are now thinking. 
 
This has a flow on effect as regards our Insurance. As above, it is only individual members that are 
covered by the Association Insurance, and if a regional club operates allowing non financial 
members of the NZMPBA to operate, then they take the risk in what they do. As an Association, if 
we say that ‘club’ is affiliated, and there is an issue, we are all accepting liability. In simple terms 
we need clubs to have as a club rule, that their members are all members of the Association. 
 
Further to this.  Mostly everything revolves around ‘Duty of Care’.   In other words the more risky 
or dangerous something becomes then the ‘Duty of Care’ increases to minimize that risk or 
danger.    Common sense prevails here. The overriding message here is take care guys, look after 
your venue, your friends and yourself. 
 
While on the internet looking up overseas model power boat clubs I came across an article put out 
by the MPBA (England).    This was all to do with ‘ Water Safety – Health Issues’     What this 
basically said was when using inland water for recreational purposes it is never risk free from 
getting an infection.   The chances are low, but there never the less.  If, after being in contact with 
water (hard not to do when boating), and you start not to feel well,   get it checked out. 
 
Anyway to more pleasant matters. 
 
The Offshore Series is proving to be very popular with good turn-outs at the events. These 
meetings are a lot of fun and everyone gets good time on the water which is what it’s all about.   
The boats are developing quickly, and the racing is becoming more competitive with tactics 
starting to play a part.   In order to do well one must first finish, a bit like 50 over’s cricket I guess, 
need to bat out the full 50 over’s. 
 
You probably know, but anyway, we do now have a Facebook Page. This is proving popular, 
especially with overseas visitors.   Facebook-NZMPBA 
 
The planning for the North Island Championships at Henley Lake, Masterton over Labour 
Weekend is all on track, and a lot of work being done to make this a great event. 
 
The Nationals are programmed to be held at Masterton over Easter 2013.  This will be co-hosted 
by the Wellington and Wairarapa Clubs.     Easter is early next year, 29th March till 1st April. 
 
We have really good membership numbers (92) of the Association at present. As a committee, 
one of our responsibilities is to provide the events calendar, with a good range of events to cater 
for everyone. There are changes occurring within the hobby / sport as there always has been,   
and we will try to keep pace with these changes, but we must be careful not to make knee jerk 
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reactions to each little change without a full evaluation. Each of us has our own ‘barrow to push’,  
but we must all be aware of what others want,  and try to effect a good balance for the Association 
as a whole,  for all of our enjoyment. 
 
Good debate is healthy provided it is not impassioned with ideology or fervent views.   We have 
two issues coming up which will require good sensible debate. These are, firstly the 4 boat rule,   
and secondly,   the engine class sizes (petrol) with the coming online of the big twins,  and also the 
spectre of turbines raising their heads over the horizon.  We are talking here of only the 
Association sanctioned events on the events calendar, not club activities or club days. There is 
nothing to stop clubs running what events or classes of boats they want, but keep in mind the 
safety aspects of bigger / faster boats.     The popularity of classes and events at club level and 
the support these classes get in the long term dictates what happens nationally.  So because 
some class or style of racing is put on hold, there is no reason that with good club support that 
these cannot be re introduced.   
 
We do have a platform for effecting change, and this is open to all members. We all have the right 
to submit remits for changes to the rules and practises of the Association. These remits will be 
discussed, and judged by our peers, at the AGM. It is a democratic system, fair to everyone, and 
we can all have our say. 
 
For the good of the Association, do use this system. It is unavoidable that rumours will start up 
from time to time, so do treat these as what they are, rumours. It is a fact of human nature that the 
more a story gets repeated the more it changes and at the end bears no resemblance to the 
original, and this can cause a lot of grief with people getting stirred up over what is essentially a 
‘storm in a teacup’. 
 
Personally I feel that just letting people get on with their club activities and competing nationally if 
they wish is not all a bad thing.   We have had some upheavals over the past couple of years and 
it’s good just to get back to basics. 
 
Our Association is the largest model power boat club in the country, and I would suggest we run 
the best range of events and classes. We cater for all aspects of model power boating including 
speed runs, oval sprints, and the off shore. We have a proud heritage of which as an association 
we can be proud, and we still have active members who have been involved in the hobby / sport 
for so many years and who are always willing to share their knowledge and experience. Very lucky 
indeed  
 
If anyone has any worries or concerns please do not hesitate to contact one of our committee.    
We are put here by you folk to look after your interests. 
 
My thanks to the committee for their efforts, and patience over the past couple of months. 

 
Take care, and enjoy your power boating, 
 
Wayne Mowbray, 
President, 
New Zealand Model Power Boat Association, 
September 2012 

 

21
st

 Anniversary of the Radio Marlborough Challenge Blenheim 
By the Overseer. 

 
The Marlborough Model powerboat Clubs Radio Marlborough Challenge began its existence 
Queens Birthday Weekend 1990 shortly after the club was formed as a sole entity away from the 
Marlborough Associated Modellers Society. 
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Prior to this model boating in Marlborough was done under the auspices of MAMS and the Queens 
Birthday weekend regatta was very popular the feature being the Rothmans Challenge. To get 
your name on this trophy was more prestigious than winning the Presidents Cup. Often the 
attendance at that regatta was higher than the nationals. You would spend all day Saturday and 
most of Sunday Mono matrix racing, trying to earn one of the 10 fastest heat times to qualify for 
the trophy race which was also 10 laps. 
If you read the write up on John Belworthy in the last Propshaft  there was a blow by blow account 
on how that race often went, very hard and fast. 
 
If you have done your maths 1990 to 2012 is 22 years.  Unfortunately in 1995 we had a weather 
bomb hit the region and we had to cancel the event 2 days out as the river was in huge flood and 
many roads were closed preventing people from getting to Blenheim. 
 
For those who have never seen the RMC Trophy here it is below 

 
 
It features a propeller off PG Knights GP hydroplane CRC Latimer Lodge. 
 
The writer was fortunate to be in attendance at the Masport Cup regatta at Lake Rotoiti in the 
Nelson Lakes National Park in 1987 to witness PG win the Masport Cup on the Saturday. He had 
a strong motor and was untouchable winning the race by a huge margin. 
 
The feature race on the Sunday was the host clubs Arthur McCaa Memorial Trophy race. PG was 
way out in front when going down the peninsular side for the last time he suddenly pulled into the 
centre of the course and stopped. We were left wondering from shore as there was no apparent 
death sound from the engine then PG got up out of his seat walked to the back of the boat  and 
looked over the transom then signalled he was OK and went back to his seat till race end. 
 
It is obvious from the trophy what caused him to pull off the course. 
About ½ an hour after I wandered down to the boat camp and caught PG sitting in the side door of 
their Chevy van nursing a cut hand which he got removing the prop. I asked what he had planned 
for the prop and his reply was “its no bloody use now and was going to scrap it”. I explained I 
raced model boats and had formed a new club in Blenheim and explained an idea of a concept of 
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a competition I wanted to create for boaters to compete for and asked if I could buy the damaged 
prop to make a trophy as it had some history and was off a popular full sized boat. 
 
PG liked the Idea but wanted to take the prop back home to copy as it was his best prop ever. He 
asked for my address and said he would donate it to our club for free as soon as he had copied it. 
 
Most clubs back then that ran regattas had a feature trophy race that was determined by 1 race 
like the Rothmans was. We wanted something that one had to compete for over the whole 
weekend with various challenges and the winner at the end of it all was worthy of getting his name 
on the trophy. 
 
Essentially you enter a nominated boat and you can also nominate a back up in case your initial 
one becomes a casualty of a crash or blown engine. Your back-up must be similar or lesser in 
performance to the nominated one.  
 
First challenge is a speed run.  The speed you attain is converted to a percentage of the existing 
class record multiplied by a factor of 10 so that if you equal the record exactly you get 1000 points. 
Break that record you obviously can score more than 1000 points. This means every one 
regardless of boat size/class is on a level playing field. 
Part 2 is anticlockwise matrix on the old 70x30 mono course so that monos in theory have the 
advantage over oval boats. Needless to say one certain gentleman (who has his name on the 
trophy more than anyone else) figured out how to make a hydro go round the other way and many 
have followed suit over the years. 4 heats each scored on the old 200 point matrix system. We 
often throw a mono only race in afterwards to fill in the rest of Saturday.  
 
Sunday is oval day and part 3 of the challenge is oval matrix 4 heats each scored using to old 300 
point scoring system. The rest of the day can host hydro only races cat scraps and any other 
novelty we feel like throwing in. 
 
Points get tallied at this point and the top 10 scorers then have a 1 off 10 lapper with 1000 points 
for first 900 for second 800 for third and so on. 
 
Many times over the years it comes down to the last race to secure a winner and this year was no 
exception. 
 
This year we had the association’s youngest member, the longest serving active member and the 
newest member, local Jono Webb who joined us on the Saturday morning and planned to race his 
new RCMK hydro. 
It became a memorable weekend for many reasons.  
We broke the most records we have ever done at an RMC regatta 14 
We also had the closest finish ever 2.77 points. When you consider a good score for the challenge 
is 3000 plus points 2.77 is extremely close. 
 
The racing was also hotly contested and close. 
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LM inside Matty Cook with Malc Jamieson outside 

 
LM, Brendon Kirk, Dale Matthews inside Malc 
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One of the starts. Cam Holdoway running the only hydro on the outside. 

 
 Ant Schroder NZ’s fastest boater, giving Jono Webb some tips! 
 
Shortly after the regatta I got an e-mail titled South Island Robbers from a member asking how 
many Presidents Cup Points were being burgled down here so the reply was as follows:- 
 
THE PLANNED BURGULARY HAS BEEN DONE AND DUSTED. 
 
 
RECORDS 
NAME  NZMPBA #               Class             Noise       Speed               Comments 
Andrew Colquhoun 41  T2 Thunderboat Un-restricted 88.506    He instigated the burglary 
            “ “              P1 Hydro   “        97.035  
            “ “                        P1 Mono                        “        90.852  
            “ “                        P1 Deep Vee                 “        90.539  
Brendon Kirk 97              P2 Mono           Un-restricted 104.272  Accomplice to the burglary 
         “  “                          P3 Cat                          “         114.741  Pinched it off the Gang leader 
         “  “                          P2 Deep vee                “         100.629   
Matt Gay 66                    P3 mono                       “          95.936    The Gang leader                                                                     
“                                      P3 Cat                          “        111.197  Broke record first then the                          
Accomplice pinched it off him. 
                                       P3 Deep Vee                 “           98.428  
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Malcolm Jamieson 45     P3 Mono             Un-restricted 85.970  Broke record first is teaching 
 his son to be a good robber. Gang leader then got it! 
Jayden Jamieson 777B  P3 mono                   87db        80.990  youngest accomplice  
Jono Webb 64                P3 hydro           Un-restricted    71.820  joined Assn Saturday and became 
a robber within 1 ½ hours 
Cameron Holdaway 82 Sport Petrol hydro Un-restricted 111.888  he was the lookout! 
 
Radio Marlborough Challenge part 1 100m Speed 
 
Place    NAME                                 POINTS  
 
1st Matty Cook Gang Leaders son 1357.717 following in his father’s footsteps learning to be a      
good burglar 
2nd Gang leader                             1231.890  
3rd The Instigator                            1176.839   
 
Radio Marlborough Challenge part 2 Anticlockwise Matrix 
 
1st The Accomplice                          619.09  
2nd The Instigator                             587.24  
3rd Tony Rutledge                            496.01     The oldest and most experienced burglar!!! 
 
Radio Marlborough Challenge part 3 Oval 
 
1st the Accomplice                           870.44  
2nd Gang Leaders son                     677.84  
3rd Gavin Jamieson                         629.5           Hangs round the gang fringes  
 
Radio Marlborough Challenge part 4 Oval 10 lap finale 
 
1st Gang Leader                             1000  
2nd The oldest Burglar                      900 
3rd Gang leaders Son                       800  
4th The Instigator                              700  
 
Radio Marlborough Challenge Over All 
 
1st The Gang leader                      3301.86  
2nd The Gang leaders Son            3299.09  
3rd The Oldest Burglar                   2741.195  
4th The instigator                           2660.249 
5th The Accomplice                       2592.937  
6th Gavin Jamieson                       2128.18 
7th The youngest burglar              1978.682 
8th His Father                                1702.39  
9th The lookout                              1621.79 
10th Ant Schroder                          1203.35  NZ’S fastest burglar 
11th The Newest Burglar               1194.68 
12th Dale Matthews                       1163.814 He, together with Nitro Ned store most of the basic 
tools needed to set up to commit the burglaries 
13th Peter Herron                          1039.799 The un-lucky burglar 
 
NOTE:- Nitro Ned oversaw the burglary to make sure it was accomplished swiftly and 
severely 
His good lady also assisted in making sure it went smoothly 
 
NOTE 2 :- The Gang Leader changed into being a desperate ruthless bastard to reap most of the 
loot. 
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Firstly he set up his son to reap the spoils then robbed him of the loot by a mere 2.7 points the 
mongrel !! 
 
In the final part of the challenge he made sure the Accomplice did not get all the spoils by taking 
him out of the equation at the beginning of the race 
 
The Instigator took himself out of the spoils by late starting the final part so the overseer relegated 
him to last position. 
 
The oldest Burglar got some of the spoils but would have got more if he had not damaged  the 
rudder on his main burglary instrument blowing over in part 1 of the challenge after clocking 130.7 
KMH on an earlier run. Had to use his back up instrument that was less effective, but he got all the 
spoils last year so it was someone else’s turn! He has won the spoils on more occasions than 
anyone else over the years! 
 
As you can also see there was a bit of in fighting and squabbling within the gang pinching spoils 
off one and other. 
 
On the whole however it was the best ever burglary completed in the weekends 21 year history. 
 
A few of the burglary instruments got damaged and will need repairs or up grading for next years 
Burglary! 
 
A final session at the Grovetown Pub where the loot was divided up made everyone happy in the 
end. 
 
Hope this is to your Satisfaction 
 
The Overseer 
 

Regatta Report- The 2012 Hamilton 100 Offshore, Round 3  

June 16th. 

By Bob Gutsell 

 
For me, the NZMPBA National Offshore championship series presents the opportunity to have fun 
trying to replicate the thrills and spills of offshore racing of the full size boats with our radio 
controlled craft. The event is open to boats of NZMPBA engine classes in hulls that we build to 
best suit the variety of conditions one could encounter in a series, painted and detailed to look like 
a full sized offshore racing boat. 
 
It also creates a great entry point for novice racers in all classes to work on getting their boat 
reliable and to practice driving around a set course without the added pressure of oval heat racing 
around which can seem a bit daunting to some. The name of the game is to drive to survive no 
matter what the conditions.  
 
We had 14 competitors turn up for the 2012 Hamilton 100 RC offshore, with the majority of craft 
being deep vee style monos with a fairly even distribution across the engine classes from B right 
through to P3. It was great to see Fred Zinsli up from Wellington and Matt McGovern return to the 
sport from Rotorua. 
 
The forecast weather for the day was to be fine with light winds which had all the indications of the 
event becoming a battle of the fastest boats in a sprint fest. Fortunately the day stayed clear but 
winds varied from 0-15 knots throughout the day from all directions from south west through to 
south east! Needless to say, the continuously varying wind speed and direction kept conditions 
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interesting for all. To succeed, drivers had to be continuously aware of the changing conditions 
and their effect on various parts of the course. The changes would catch almost everybody out at 
some stage during the day. 
 
Our race days always start with scrutineering, consisting of a basic check for linkages and radio 
operation, the traditional 9 metre aerial-down radio test (a bit redundant for 2.4Ghz radios) , and 
Failsafe  operation. Whilst a lot of people prefer not use fail safes, and some would argue that they 
don’t protect against complete loss of power to the receiver. The modern 2.4 sets have a built in 
fail safe that protects against loss of transmission and degraded battery performance. If it’s there 
why not use it? At least you’d be covered for some of the stuff that can go wrong? 
 
Straight into drivers brief, short and sweet a few negotiations about driving positions and launching 
and retrieving. We also try and keep launching and retrieval areas separate.  
 
Open water for everybody lasted 15 minutes and it was game on. The first heat consisted mostly 
nitros and the gas cat of Barry Kemps. Whilst Bazza’s cat has the potential to go like a cut one, 
conditions limited him to a moderate pace and racing was surprisingly close, but was ultimately 
won by Bazza with 33 laps, followed by Ian Jacobs with 31 laps , Gordon White with his new B 
class mono on its first outing  with 26 laps in 3rd place, Steve Trott and Birmy Korving bringing their 
C1 and B Class boats home for 4th  place equal on 25 laps. 
 
The second group was entirely P2 and P3 Boats, (Superboats!) Normally strong performers, Leon 
Jacobs and Steady Eddy, had one to forget and posted a dismal 12 laps. The balance of the field 
managed to punch out a reasonable 20-30 laps and Big Red took it out with 34 laps.  Lucky 
escape for the day came to Terry Riddiford whose water pickup broke early into the race and he 
ended up running 3 laps without water cooling. Luckily nothing over heated too badly and he was 
able jury rig his water cooling pickup back in place and get back into it. 
Round 1 to Bob and Big Red with Barry Kemps only 1 lap behind. 
 
 Ding Ding round two, back to the Nitros and Bazza, conditions were a bit less favourable by now 
as the wind had got up. This definitely slowed Bazza down and favoured the monos.  Matt Bindon 
took it out with his C1 mono closely followed by Gordon white with his new B class mono with 27 
laps and Birmy Korving on 21 Laps. The gremlins had obviously got into the Jacobs Camp as Ian 
managed an equally forgettable 9 laps and Matt McGovern developed a suspected fuel delivery 
problem. Meanwhile Steve Trott broke the skirt off his piston, well at least he got that hoodoo out 
of the way, 3 mechanical failures in 3 years of racing at Hamilton! 
 
Back to the Superboats, wind speed had increased to somewhere between 10 and 15 knots and 
some of the turns were quite exposed. After a pretty decent start, Big Red was the first boat to 
need rescue after completely some sort of funky roll-endo- roll move to end right side up but with 
stalled engine at Buoy 4.  Fortunately a quick rescue ensued and she was back out again.  
Conditions suited the big girl really well for this race and she was able to take out the heat with 21 
laps despite the rough start. Tony Christenson took out second place followed by Fred Zinsli on 18 
laps.  By now Fred was on cloud nine after having a miserable Nationals with a boat that wouldn’t 
run for more than 5 or so minutes. This time he had a brand new 29 cc Zenoah which he ran for 
the first time at Masterton on his trip north for this event.  
 
Standings at the end of Round 2 had Big Red leading with 62 laps, followed by Barry Kemps with 
57 Laps and Matt Bindon and Gordy White tied for 3rd place on 53 laps. 
 
The now standard lunch of barbecue banger s bread, sauce and onions was served thanks to 
Birmy Korving and Claire White. Once all the sausages ran out it was time to get back into the 
grand finale 1 hour heats. 
 
First up of course were the nitros and Bazza, unfortunately Bazza slipped while stretching the 
o’rings that retain his cowl and clipped his hand on his spinning prop resulting in cuts deep enough 
to bleed profusely. Being the brave man that he is, he tried to soldier on by wrapping a rag around 
his hand and carry on.  But after 6 laps the pain got the better of him and his day was done.  By 
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this stage Steve Trott was back on the water with Random Kaos, yes that’s how he spells it, 
sporting a shiny new piston and despite his best efforts racked up only 45 laps. Kerry O’Reilly and 
Matt McGovern’s day didn’t get any better and racked up another 9 laps each. Leaving Matt 
Bindon to battle it out with Ian Jacobs and the two B class Boats of Birmy Korving and Gordon 
White. A little bit extra speed and fuel capacity favoured Matt Bindon and he took out the heat with 
71 laps closely followed by a recovered Ian Jacobs with 61 Laps and Birmy Korving  3rd with 59 
laps. 
 
Finally the grand finale, unfortunately for the other boats conditions steadily improved as the hour 
wore on and the residual chop suited the big boats down to the ground for some fast hard out 
racing. Leigh Marsden had been consistently circulating all day and racked up a reasonable 44 
laps to pip Fred Zinsli by 1 lap for 3rd. Terry Riddiford was back on his game again and racked up a 
respectable 82 laps, and the final heat was taken out by the now irrepressible Big Red with 103 
Laps. 
 
Without further ado, those that were left got stuck into packing up and prize giving ensued. 
The next round is in Picton as part of the Marlborough Clubs frostbite event on July 28th. 
 
Special thanks to:  

 Dave Liddle and Peter Anderson for manning the rescue boats all day. It’s a difficult and sometimes 
scary job and we really appreciate you guys helping out. 

 Birmy Korving and Claire White for taking care of the lunchtime barbecue and keeping everybody 
fed. 

 Tony Christiansen, Dale Hopkins, Ben Riddiford, My Wife Debra and Daughter Sarah (and Toni and 
Karla)  and some other’s who’s names I’ve forgotten (Sorry) for helping with lap counting. 

 Andrew Meek for getting IRMS all sorted out and reformatted etc, for a faultless day of operation. 

 Matt Bindon for the course set-up and take down. 

 All those who stayed around to help clean-up and attend the prize giving. 

 
 
Hamilton 100 Results 

Name Total 
Overall 
Place 

Class 
NZMPBA 

Name Total 
Class 
Place 

Bob Gutsell 165 1 B Birmy Korving 105 1 

Matt Bindon 124 2   Gordon White 104 2 

Terry Riddiford 108 3   Kerry O'Reilly 28 3 

Birmy Korving 105 4   Leon Jacobs 15 4 

Gordon White 104 5 C1 Matt Bindon 124 1 

Ian Jacobs 101 6   Ian Jacobs 101 2 

Fred Zinsli 82 7   Steve Trott 77 3 

Leigh Marsden 80 8   Mathew McGovern 33 4 

Steve Trott 77 9 P2 Bob Gutsell 165 1 

Barry Kemps 63 10   Terry Riddiford 108 2 

Tony Christiansen 57 11   Leigh Marsden 80 3 

Mathew McGovern 33 12   Barry Kemps 63 4 

Kerry O'Reilly 28 13   Rex Anderson 0 5 

Leon Jacobs 15 14 P3 Fred Zinsli 82 1 

W Mowbray 0 15   Tony Christiansen 57 2 

Rex Anderson 0 16   W Mowbray 0 3 
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Hydrofest Round 2 - Regatta Report 
 
New Zealand Model Power Boat Association  
Hamilton Lake (Lake Rotoroa) July 7th & 8th 2012 
 
By Bob Gutsell 
 
Round 2 of the NZMPBA Hydrofest series was hosted by the Hamilton Model Power Boat Club on 
the yacht side of the Hamilton Lake (Lake Rotoroa). Weather for the entire weekend was about as 
good as anybody could have wanted, maybe warmer mornings could have been an improvement. 
Twelve racers from Hamilton and Bay of Plenty clubs gathered for racing in petrol and nitro 
classes. The weather was great and the racing was hotter than a hot thing. 
 
Here’s a new Tui Add “Success at Model Power Boat Racing is as easy as winning the start, 
driving tight lines and staying ahead of all the maniacs.” 
 
It all started for us on the Friday afternoon (July 6th!), when Steve Trott, Damian and Darcy Baker 
assembled mid afternoon time to set the course and venue up. It took a couple of hours and 
conditions on the lake, glass calm, combined with the weather forecast for the weekend, 
continuing glass calm, had us amping for a great weekend’s racing. 
 
Saturday morning started early(ish) for the locals 7:30am down at the lake with a -2 degree frost! 
Drivers stand, gazebos, IRMS were all set-up and we were ready to go by a about 9:30. A quick 
drivers brief ensued and we were into practice/tune-up for the first event of the day T1 Hydros. 
 
We had 8 entries for this event and somehow yours truly hadn’t been entered into the IRMS draw. 
So after happily sitting out the first heat thinking I was drawn for the second, imagine my surprise 
to find I wasn’t in that either! So “luckily a couple of entries who were in the draw hadn’t turned up 
so I raced under an alias for the rest of the event.  
 
Despite the fact we have now got IRMS functioning properly again, this weekend we were plagued 
by button pushing incidents or more correctly put lack thereof. The irony was that in most cases I 
saw, pitmen were just plain forgetting to push the buttons until it was all too late. The pit button 
confirmation message was difficult to hear and so there was one less reminder for pitmen to do 
their thing. 

 

 

T1 Class Winner Ben Riddford was clearly stoked with his win 

 
The irony that I find about T1 is that it’s designed to be an entry level class, using a stock engine in 
a shovel nose hydro hull, but the reality is that it’s got to be one of the most competitive classes in 
the NZMPBA roster.  There is no room for error, almost everybody now has a Zenoah engine, 
tucked into a baker boat running 1 of about 2-3 props. Win the start, drive tight? 
 
So it was after 8 heats characterised by some very tight racing, a sickening dead-boat run-over 
that sometimes just can’t be avoided, the top 4 placings were separated by only 100 points, 

T1 Results  

Ben Riddiford 1319 

Bruce Clarke  1275 

Matt Bindon 1250 

Steve Trott 1225 

Damian Baker 575 

Bob Gutsell 425 

Mark Kemps 400 

Jason Turvey 225 
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showing just how important it is to run a clean race as missing two buoys is the difference between 
finishing 1st or 4th.   
 
B Hydro was the next event and could only ever be a 2 boat race. Fortunately for the next event, 
we have two more B Hydros currently under construction so hopefully that will make things more 
interesting.  Anyway for this two horse race it was once again one of attrition Steve Trott’s li’l 
Bruiser was the first to exit with a completely disintegrated piston ,  with my own li’l snifters giving 
up the ghost 2 heats later. The overall win going to li’l snifters. Probably the most interesting thing 
about this event was bumping Peter Anderson electric outrigger into this class and to see it 
keeping up with Steve trots Lil Bruiser rigger. 
 
Time for lunch barbecue bangers and bread anyway you like them. 
 
 Straight after lunch it was time for the Petrol Sport Hydro “Big Guns”.  First day jitters and 
gremlins were in charge once again and despite the healthy entry levels, it was unusual to see 
more than two boats finish a heat, to the point that the last 2 heats had one finisher each. 
Needless to say this was one event where slow and steady  
 arguably had a better chance than most and so the event victory went to my own Mister Snifters, 
followed by Damian Baker’s, Jim Beam, and Ben Riddford bringing up the rear in third place.  
 

 

The Big Guns came out to play 

So that was the end of proceedings for Saturday, I realised after the fact we should have had 
another nitro event programmed for the Saturday but anyhow life went on. 
 
Back at the lake for Sunday morning and it was event colder -3 degrees, so cold in fact we had to 
avoid walking on the wooden jetty because it was completely covered in ice! We got under way 
slightly quicker this morning. First up was B Scale Hydro (Sport 45).  This event was a complete 
disaster for me Lil snifters just didn’t seem to want to go at all. Finally throwing in the towel after 
deciding nothing short of a new set of bearings was going to fix the issue. Once again the most 
interesting part of this event was Peter Andersens electiric outrigger actually beating Steve Trott’s 
Executone sport 45 in the first and 3rd heats. But that was as good as it got for Sport 45, the 
Executone was the last boat left standing and took out line honours. 
 
The second event for Sunday was P2 hydro. Essentially a re-run of Petrol Sport hydro from the 
day before, except for the boys had gone home licked their wounds a brought back their a-game. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

P2 Hydro you run what you brung 

SPORT HYDRO Results 

Bob Gutsell 1725 

Damian Baker 1150 

Ben Riddiford 850 

Bruce Clarke  750 

Mark Kemps 325 

Mike Rockliffe 300 

P2 HYDRO  

Damian Baker 1600 

Matt Bindon 1088 

Mike Rockliffe 1000 

Bruce Clarke  975 

Bob Gutsell 934 

Mark Kemps 675 

Ben Riddiford 377 
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This event was a different story with 4-5 boats finishing almost every heat and it showed in the 
results with Damian Baker romping away with the win with 1600 points, and leaving Matt Bindon in 
second place with 1088 points , closely followed (stalked) by Mike Rockliffe on 1000.  
 

 

Matt Bindon had a few issues on Saturday but had a great run Sunday with Miss Eden 

C Scale hydro was next 3 boats were entered and it looked like we might have something 
resembling a race. Unfortunately Matt Bindon didn’t get to start his Miss Exide until the second 
heat. He was one happy chappy now he’s put a bigger pipe on the K&B 67 and the boat was going 
the best its ever gone. Unfortunately he hooked a buoy on the back straight stopping the boat 
instantly and braking of the rudder as well as bending the prop shaft. Then it was back to two 
horse racing that went pretty much like this, Bob wins the start with Cellular One Drives tight lines 
until the third lap until he goes a bit wide on the exit of turn 2 and Steve drives Executone down 
the inside line to take the win. 
 
Until the final heat when realising I’d left the door open again, 
correct back into the course by which time Steve had Executone 
committed and spun into the middle of the course.  
 
C2 Hydro was a case of Bob bringing his knife (Cellular One, 
Scale Hydro ) to Steve Trott’s gun (Bruiser, Outrigger) fight. 
About the most unexpected thing to happen here was Cellular 
One’s fairly spectacular, but surprisingly gentle blowover at the 
end of the back straight on the final lap. 
 

 

Damian Baker’s Jim Beam had a great weekend at the races. 

The final event for the day and this Hydrofest was the T2 Hydros.  The 7 remaining entries 
resulted in some of the best and tightest racing of the weekend (doesn’t that always happen on the 
final event?). The most unfortunate if not spectacular incident to happen this weekend was Bruce 
Clarke dunking his hydro in the first heat and almost completely ripping off the front 5” of his boat. 
But you know how boats always go their best before they break? Well Bruce pulled his GPS out 
after the crash and it was reading 120Km/hr!  It would be the first time I’ve ever heard the words 
“Hey check this out” after it all went bad! 
 
 

C SCALE  

Steve Trott 1600 

Bob Gutsell 1300 

Matt Bindon 25 

C2 HYDRO  

Steve Trott 2000 

Bob Gutsell 925 

Matt Bindon 0 

T2  

Damian Baker 1700 

Mike Rockliffe 1500 

Bob Gutsell 1219 

Matt Bindon 988 

Mark Kemps 450 

Ben Riddiford 25 
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Did I say the starts were tight? 

So that was round 2, perfect weather, fantastic venue, great crowd attendance and really, really 
good racing. Sadly we couldn’t do the prize giving at the end of the event as with all the push 
button issues we needed to do a lot of result adjustment before final results could be calculated. 
 
Thanks to all who turned up participated and had fun but especially to  
Kerry and Birmy and Tania for taking care of race directing and managing the barbecue for the 
whole weekend without running a single boat. 
 
Thanks also to Darcy and Damian Baker for organising the Drivers stand and managing all the 
gear and course set-up for the weekend. 
 
The final Hydrofest Round for the year will be back at Thunder Valley Tauranga in November, 
keep an eye on The NZMPBA calendar for the confirmed date and entry forms. 
 

Regatta report Wellington Offshore 3, Round 5 
12 August on Hutt river 
Reported By Peter Collier 
 
This event turned out a little different than previous regattas and the weather played a big part. 
The day dawned with the forecast rain and any decision whether we would run or not was left at 
least till we got to the river and assessed the situation. Since it hadn’t rained for two days 
previously the river level was fairly normal and not expected to increase for a few hours allowing a 
window of opportunity to complete the event assuming those present were prepared to run. No 
problems there in spite of the continual rain everyone was keen to get on and race. What was 
different was the lack of wind, yeah right, no really so it was dead calm water and a Cat day. 
 
Once Heat 1 of the 10 lap Cat Scrap was dispensed with it was into the first 10 minute heat. 

Cat Scrap Pts Place 

Trevor Emerson 400 1 

Tony Rutledge 300 2 

Peter Collier 225 3 

 
Tony Rutledge was a late withdrawal from further racing when he broke his pull start on his cat 
and didn’t want to continue with his B deep vee. 
 
As the results show it was a Cat day with Trevor Emerson having the perfect day with no rescues 
required and driving on the throttle to stay out of trouble and only opening it up to overtake other 
boats, his only off the water time was stopping for fuel in the final. The first time a Cat has finished 
top in a Wellington round. Leigh Marsden also had an excellent day apart from some off water time 
in the first heat clocked up plenty of laps with no further issues and top scored in the final to finish 
second for the day. All of this while the rain/drizzle continued all day and a cloud of light fog and 

NZMPBA Hydrofest Round 2 
Overall Points 

Bob Gutsell 7378 

Steve Trott 5875 

Damian Baker 5025 

Matt Bindon 3326 

Bruce Clarke  3000 

Mike Rockliffe 2800 

Ben Riddiford 2571 

Mark Kemps 1850 

Peter Anderson 1600 

Jason Turvey 225 
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blue exhaust smoke hung over the race course making visibility a tad challenging, never thought I 
would miss a little Wellington wind. 
 
Overall some pretty encouraging individual performances as the results show where the only blips 
were the odd stoppage or two or a mechanical difficulty for those finishing in the main bunch. It 
could have been another Cat in the top finishers, if Nigel hadn’t spent the entire second heat fixing 
a loosening manifold. Left us all pretty upbeat about our chances in the Taupo 100 three weeks 
later, see how we feared in the following report. 
 
Wellington 
Offshore Round 3 

           

Name NZMPBA
# 

Eng 
Class 

Hull H1 H2 H3 Final Total Overall 
Place 

Class 
Place 

 

Trevor Emerson 78 P2 Cat 24 23 25 44 116 1 1 P2 

Leigh Marsden 131 P2 DV 11 22 22 46 101 2 2 P2 

Peter Collier 23 C2 DV 21 21 21 35 98 3 1 C2 

Terry Riddiford 32 P2 DV 24 23 24 23 94 
 

3 P2 

Wayne Thompson 29 P3 DV 12 21 24 27 84 
 

1 P3 

John Belworthy 76 C2 DV 24 25 7 27 83 
 

2 C2 

Nigel Wong 261 C2 Cat 22 - 22 38 82 
 

3 C2 

Darrell Hansen 31 P3 DV 22 14 4 39 79 
 

2 P3 

Fred Zinsli 7 P3 DV 12 20 18 28 78 
 

3 P3 

Birmy Korving 286 B DV 12 15 16 33 76 
 

1 B 

Gordon White 109 B DV 13 14 17 22 66 
 

2 B 

Wayne McNaught 5 C2 DV 18 21 18 3 60 
  

C2 

Jeremy White 126 C2 DV 15 5 7 0 27 
  

C2 

Brad Thompson 32 P2 Cat 13 - - - 13 
  

P2 

  
Once the offshore racing was complete not surprisingly there was little enthusiasm to run heat 2 of 
the Cat Scrap so the heat 1 result became the final result. So we packed up our very damp gear 
and were grateful to head for home to dry out and warm up. 
 

Regatta Report- The 2012 Taupo 100 Offshore, Round 6 
September 1st  

By Bob Gutsell 
 
We’re well into the second part and downhill run of the series and racing for the top 5 spots is 
getting very close. Peter Collier’s Miami Vice (925 points) and my own Big Red (800 points)  
hammering it out for First and Second Respectively,  Mat Gay sitting in 3rd  (625 points) and with 
Terry Riddiford’s Ballistic in 4th  (540 points) , Trevor Emerson’s win at the last Wellington round 
enough to edge him into the top 5. 
 
The forecast for Saturday was for light winds and sunny skies, although first thing Saturday 
morning, you could have been forgiven for thinking they had got it wrong again as we were 
greeted by overcast skies and the coldest North Easterly breeze I’ve seen for a while.  The locals 
weren’t phased though, and were confident the greyness would burn off soon enough, and by 
9:00 am the sun was out and it was time for rocking and rolling. 
 
We ran two groups of 9 and 10 boats, Group 1 was all nitros covering B class “Super boat lites” all 
the way through to the mighty C2s. Group 2 was largely P2 and P3 class boats and one C2 nitro, 
Peter C was going to have to earn his stripes with the big boys today. 
With scrutineering, money grabbing, drivers brief and practice for each group out of the way it was 
time to go racing.  
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First up, not surprisingly, was group 1. Conditions were still a bit breezy and whilst quite 
manageable, a little challenging for the smaller boats. Ian Jacobs and Steady Eddy did the 
business with 28 laps, followed by Steve Trott with Random Kaos on 24 laps and Matt Bindon and 
Kerry O’Reilly tied for third on 20 laps each. 
 
Next up were the Super Boats which despite improved water conditions weren’t going to be 
without drama. At the drivers brief, we had given racers the option of keeping the rescue boat 
speed down or let them go as fast as they wished to get boats back faster. The consensus was to 
get the boats back faster, it also gave us some fairly interesting wake patterns around the course 
which could become a trap for young players, but in the calm conditions would also keep things 
interesting. The unintended consequence of this decision was that boats approaching the rescue 
boat would think they had plenty of space to make their way between the rescue boat and the 
shore or the nearest buoy, until the rescue boat gassed it and nec minnet no gap! A few of us were 
caught out with near misses, until Tony Christensen was left with nowhere to go and the 
unthinkable happened.  After a short discussion with Tony and the rescue boat we concluded that 
the incident was nobody’s fault in particular and we made the decision to waive the sin bin that 
would normally have applied for hitting the rescue boat.  Nevertheless, it was a timely reminder to 
always go behind the rescue boat no matter what. So the race continued without further drama 
and was taken out by Peter Collier’s Miami Vice with 35 laps, yours truly and Big Red recovered 
from a mid-race dunking to take out second with 31 laps and Leigh Marsden’s Lucky break, quietly 
sitting in third place with 29 laps. 

 
Heat two group 1, saw markedly improved conditions which were to stay that way for the rest of 
the day. Matt Bindon took it out with 37 laps, with Tony Rutledge only one lap behind, with Nigel 
Wong and Steve Trott tied for third place on 27 laps. 
 
Back to the big boats, this heat was to be a sprint fest in the now flat calm conditions and would be 
won by the boat that could keep the throttle wide open for the longest.  Fortunately for me, that 
boat was to be Big Red, rolling over a nice round 40 laps, followed by Peter C and Miami Vice with 
37 Laps and Wayne McNaught on 34 laps.  
 
We stopped for lunch at the end of Heat two round two. Peter collier was leading for the day with 
72 laps, yours truly 1 lap behind, and Matt Bindon sitting in third place with 57 laps. 
 
Lunch was duly served thanks to Birmy, Kerry and Tania on the barbecue. Once everybody had 
had their fill of Bangers bread and onions it was time to go racing again. 
 
Straight after lunch we were into the first of the two 60 minute finals. Conditions were still flat calm 
so the battle was once again not only  the realm of wide open throttles but also the ability of drivers 
to hold their focus for the full 60 minutes, with everybody being able to run at full throttle you didn’t 
want to be caught napping. 
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Matt Bindon did the job and did it well to win with 91 laps from the trusty old C1, followed by Tony 
Rutledge with yet an even more trusty B Class and Nigel Wong tied with Birmy Korving for third 
place on 66 laps. 
 
The final race of the day was shaping up to be the race of the day and should have been a close 
run to the line between Miami Vice and Big Red. If Big Red won then the gap between first and 
second place in the series would be down to 25 points. Sadly it wasn’t to be, Big Red refused to 
start somehow heat 2 had seen the piston ring decide that was the end of its working life and there 
was no compression what so ever. So it became Miami Vice’s race to lose, luckily another flawless 
60 minutes for Peter C ensued and the race was duly won without incident with an even 100 Laps. 
Pieter Lokum had a great run earning himself 93 laps to take out 2nd place and was closely 
followed by Wayne McNaught with 92 laps.  

 
 

 
For the final result Peter C and Miami Vice were the overall winners of the day with 172 Laps, Matt 
Bindon and his trusty C1 taking out a very well deserved second place for his consistent run all 
day on 148laps, and Terry Riddiford cruising into third place with 129 Laps. 
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Without further ado, those that were left got stuck into packing up and prize giving ensued. Then it 
was off to the Mole & Chicken for some sumptuous post race food and BS. 
 
The next round is Rotorua on September 29th, entry forms are on the NZMPBA Website. 
 
Special thanks to:  

 Dave Liddle , Kim Clarke, and others for manning the rescue boat all day. It’s a difficult and 
sometimes scary job and we really appreciate you guys helping out. 

 Kerry O’reilly, for securing the venue and sorting out the local council and Harbour master. 

 Erin for the Photos 

 Birmy Korving, Tania Moffat and Kerry O’Reilly for taking care of the lunchtime barbecue and 
keeping everybody fed. 

 Tony Christiansen and partner June, my daughter Sarah (and Toni and Karla) and Erin for helping 
with lap counting. 

 Andrew Meek for getting IRMS all sorted out and reformatted etc, for a faultless day of operation. 

 Birmy Korving  for the course set-up and take down. 

 All those who stayed around to help clean-up and attend the prize giving. 
 
Taupo 100 results overall and by class 

Name Total laps Class Name Total laps 

Peter Collier 172 B Tony Rutledge 125 

Matt Bindon 148  Birmy Korving 103 

Terry Riddiford 129  Kerry O'Reilly 42 

Wayne McNaught 127  Gordon White 21 

Tony Christiansen 126 C1 Matt Bindon 148 

Tony Rutledge 125  Wayne McNaught 127 

Pieter Lokum 124  Ian Jacobs 103 

Ian Jacobs 103  Steve Trott 96 

Birmy Korving 103 C2 Peter Collier 172 

Nigel Wong 102  Nigel Wong 102 

Steve Trott 96  John Belworthy 41 

Bruce Clarke 88 P2 Terry Riddiford 129 

Bob Gutsell 71  Tony Christiansen 126 

Leigh Marsden 63  Pieter Lokum 124 

Kerry O'Reilly 42  Bob Gutsell 71 

John Belworthy 41  Leigh Marsden 63 

Gordon White 21 P3 Bruce Clarke 88 

Fred Zinsli 4  Fred Zinsli 4 
 
Offshore series standings after Taupo 100 

Name Points Name Points 

Peter Collier 1325 Ian Jacobs 135 

Bob Gutsell 810 Graham Haines 127 

Terry Riddiford 765 Matty Cook 127 

Matt Gay 625 Wayne Thompson 127 

Trevor Emerson 548 Nigel Wong 111 

Matt Bindon 424 Tony Rutledge (B) 95 

Leigh Marsden 410 Kerry O’Reilly 88 

John Belworthy 395 Pieter Lokum  (P2) 70 

Birmy Korving 357 Ian Godfrey 30 

Tony Rutledge (P2) 320 Barry Kemps 30 

Ant Schroder 300 Brian Anderson 23 

Wayne McNaught (C2) 243 Tony Christiansen (P3) 23 
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Steve Trott 226 Bradley Thompson 20 

Andrew Colquhoun 225 Jeremy White 18 

Murray Smithson 169 Mathew McGovern 17 

Gordon White 163 Bruce Clark 13 

Fred Zinsli 150 Leon Jacobs 10 

Darrell Hansen 137   

Presidents Cup, points standings 
Points are regularly being awarded at meetings around the country, so rather than print here and 
have them immediately go out of date check the website forum for latest standings. 
 
http://www.nzmpba.co.nz/?page_id=2&mingleforumaction=viewtopic&t=158 

Club News  
Not much to report, but clubs please take note the Calendar below has a milestone date of 30th 
November for finalising next year’s calendar, so time to start thinking about your events and when 
you will be running them. 
 
Wairarapa Model Power Boat Club  
 
Hi everyone. 
Just a quick update from down here in the Wairarapa.     In July of last year we were standing on a 
footpath after leaving a meeting where we disassociated ourselves from the local model yacht club 
and re formed the WMPBC which has been around since the 1970’s but not actively for some 
years.    Some of our members have been involved in model power boating for many years. 
Since then we have grown to where we now have approx 13 on our club list,  a loyal following of 
interested potential boaters,  and   with visitors coming from Palmerston North and Napier to 
compete with us. 
We have just completed our drivers stand and have had pathways put in to divert the public away 
from the pit / launching areas and are privileged to have a dedicated rescue boat.    We race on a 
full size course with 100 metre straights.   
We have a local competition in place for the ‘Ticehurst Cup’ which is competed for as an off shore 
style event around an ‘M’ Course.   This for our club members only. 
I think it would be fair to say that the main concentration of the club is the off shore racing,  and 
being the neighbouring club to Wellington this makes good sense.   We are getting a good fleet of 
deep vee’s and also cats.    Some of our guys are doing very well when competing away at events 
and I am sure this comes about because of what we do locally as a club,   all that practice,   boat 
development and racing is producing dividends. 
We are hosting the North Island Champs here over Labour Weekend and are co-hosting the 
Nationals here in Masterton with the Wellington Club next Easter   It would be good further down 
the track if maybe we could hold some inter- club meetings with the Wellington Club. 
We have our club days on the second Sunday of the month at Henley Lake,  Masterton,  entrance 
off Te Ore Ore Road,  Masterton,  starting at about 1pm. 
If you would like to come and join us you will be more than welcome.   Give Terry  (06) 377 2562 
or myself (06) 370  1670  a call. 
Give coming to the North Island Champs some thought,  we are positive you will enjoy the location 
and the racing.  
 
Wellington Model Power Boat Club 
 
All in good shape in the capital, looking forward to our next offshore round in November, we are 
due one in fine, warm and maybe a just little choppy water for a change. We are also encouraging 
our members to front up for the NI Champs and taste a little full out oval racing rather than our 
constant diet of offshore racing. Club nights are well attended with a programme on a semi 
structured basis that includes recaps on regattas with a little race strategy discussed, some 

http://www.nzmpba.co.nz/?page_id=2&mingleforumaction=viewtopic&t=158
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technical talk by members as they solve their reliability and performance issues and forward 
planning for upcoming events. 
 
Bay of Plenty MPBC, Hamilton, Marlborough, Taranaki, Taupo, Central Club, Manukau, 
Manawatu, SUHA, Christchurch? 

Water Safety – Health Issues 
 
Further to Wayne’s comments this is the MPBA article copied from: 
http://www.mpba.org.uk/Water_%20Safety_Health.html 
 

Editors note: Pretty sure we do have this problem in New Zealand. At the 2005 Nationals in 
Tokoroa John Belworthy and myself became violently ill and all I can put it down to was the 
large amount of ducks and duck excrement in the pit area and of course in the water. It 
was inevitable that after a few days of handling wet boats and gear and eating food that 
one was likely to pick up some kind of infection. Symptoms were like the Gastro-intestinal 
illness described below, makes being able to continue boating a challenge.  
 
Also pretty sure I have seen Blue-green algae – Cyanobacteria in the Hutt river and 
almost every summer there is a warning during times of low flow. 
 
–Peter Collier 

 
Using inland water for recreational purposes is never risk free and it is certainly not clean enough 
for us to swallow without running the risk of getting an infection. The chances of being infected by 
a serious water-born infection are very low, but it’s worthwhile knowing how you can reduce the 
health risks even further, what to do if you think you’ve got an infection, and what illnesses exist. 

Although this advice relates to British inland waters, similar advice applies if you take part in 
recreational water activities abroad.  

If you are in contact with fresh canal, pond or river water, then the following simple 
precautions can reduce any health risk: 

 Always assess the risks before using a particular stretch of water for your proposed 
activity. For example, consider whether heavy flooding which has resulted in water running 
off fields used for grazing animals into the water means that the risk of getting a water-
borne infection from your particular water activity is too high. If you are unsure whether the 
water is safe enough, seek advice from organisations providing information on your activity 

 Never drink water from rivers, canals or lakes 
 Wash or shower promptly after recreational water activities  
 After taking part in recreational water activities, wash hands thoroughly before handing or 

preparing food 
 Cover cuts and abrasions (including blisters) with waterproof dressings 
 Wear suitable footwear when in the water to protect the feet from cuts and abrasions 
 Wash and thoroughly dry any wet clothing before you wear it again 
 Do not splash river, lake or canal water onto your face to cool down 
 Do not swim, water ski, surf or boat in areas where the water is discolored or where you 

see foam, scum, or mats of algae on the water  

 What to do if you think you’re becoming ill 

If you become ill after being involved in any recreational water-related activity, you will probably 
recover without the need for treatment. Get plenty of rest and drink plenty of fluids. Taking over-
the-counter medicines may relieve some of your symptoms. However, if your symptoms persist or 

http://www.mpba.org.uk/Water_%20Safety_Health.html
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are severe, you have other medical conditions, or if you’re worried about illness in a child, seek 
health advice and describe the type of water-related activity you have been involved in.  

What illnesses might you get? 

Gastro-intestinal illness 

Many organisms that cause gastro-intestinal illnesses (eg, Norovirus, Salmonella or 
Cryptosporidium) are commonly found in rivers, lakes or canals. The organisms usually only cause 
illness when they are found in higher concentrations. Symptoms can include severe abdominal 
pain, diarrhoea or vomiting.  

Blue-green algae – Cyanobacteria 

Blue-green algae grow in any type of water and can sometimes be seen as an ‘algal bloom’. The 
blooms often form during mid to late summer and can produce toxins that are poisonous to 
humans. Toxins can cause skin rashes, hives, blisters, joint/muscle pain, severe abdominal pain, 
diarrhoea or vomiting and cannot be passed from person to person.    

Weil’s disease – Leptospirosis 

There are between 50 and 70 cases of Leptospirosis in England and Wales each year, and 
although the disease is rare, it does kill one or two people each year. Leptospirosis is caught by 
coming into contact with the urine of infected animals, mainly rodents, cattle and pigs. It is most 
commonly found in stagnant water, water that is next to farm land and any water where rodents 
are common. The organism can enter the body through cuts or abrasions on the skin, or the lining 
of the mouth, nose or eyes. Infection with Leptospirosis can be very mild and cause no symptoms 
at all, or cause a flu-like illness. A more serious form of the disease is called Weil’s disease. 
Symptoms of Leptospirosis usually develop between 7 and 21 days after infection, although in rare 
cases can be as short as two or three days or as long as 30 days. If diagnosed early, 
Leptospirosis is readily treated with antibiotics. .  

For further information on water born infections, go to http://www.hpa.org.uk/    
 

Bright Ideas – 
Coming up in future issues - 

 
Extractors for bearings, using anchor studs to extract ball races 
 
Thermostats, using a bi-metallic coil to make a thermostat to control motor temperature. 
 
None others submitted, anyone got any ideas to share. 

2012 NZMPBA CALENDAR OF EVENTS 
SEPTEMBER; 1ST                                     OFFSHORE RND 6                                       TAUPO  

                        15th / 16th                      OFFSHORE RND 7                                       CHRISTCHURCH  

                         29TH                                OFFSHORE RND 8                                       ROTORUA  

OCTOBER 20TH/21ST                              NTH ILD CHAMPS                                         MASTERTON  

NOVEMBER 11TH                                      OFFSHORE RND 9                                       WELLINGTON  

                      24TH / 25TH                      STH ILD H/CAP RND 4                                 CHRISTCHURCH  

                    30TH                        FINALISE 2013 NZMPBA CALENDAR  

DECEMBER 8TH / 9TH                              HYDROFEST RND 3                                     TAURANGA  

For more up to date info and entry form downloads go to website www.nzmpba.co.nz  

http://www.hpa.org.uk/
http://www.nzmpba.co.nz/
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Club Running Days 

Manukau Model Power Boat 
Club 

2nd and 4th Sunday of each 
Month 
@ 9:00 am 
Informal running every second 
Sunday 

Wattle Downs, Manukau 
City 

Central Model Power Boat 
Club 

1st Sunday of each Month 
@ 8:30 am 

Lake Hakanoa, Huntly 

Bay Of Plenty Model Power 
Boat Club 

1st Sunday of month Club 
Race Day, 10 am start 
3rd Sunday of month 
Fun/Practice Day, 10 am start 

Lake Taurikura, Tauranga 

Hamilton Model Power Boat 
Club 

Club Race Day 
1st Saturday of each Month 
@ 9:00 am 
Informal Running every 
Saturday morning. 

Hamilton Lake, Eastern 
Side 

Napier Model Power Boat 
Club  

Every Saturday @ 1pm Anderson Park, Napier 

Taranaki Model Power Boat 
Club 

1st Sunday of each month @ 
9:00 am 

Lake Cowley, Waitara 

Masterton Radio Yacht Club 2nd Sunday of month @ 2:00 
pm 

Lake Henley, Masterton 

Wellington Model Power 
Boat club 

1st Sunday of each month @ 
1:00 pm 

Hutt River, Sladden Park 

Marlborough Model Power 
Boat Club 

1st Sunday of Month 
@ 9:00am 

 

Christchurch Model Power 
Boat Club 

Nothing planned  

Ashburton Model Power 
Boat club 
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Application for New and Continuing Membership 

NZMPBA # 

Name: 
Address: 
Postcode: 
Phone numbers:  
Home: 
Work: 
Mobile: 
E-mail: 
DOB / Age: 
Occupation: 
Preferred Frequency…………………. MHz   Alternate Frequency………………………. MHz 
Signed………………………………………..Date:…………………………………. 

Subscription Fee Structure    (Financial year starts 1st January each year)  
Senior Membership   Full Rate  $40.00 
Family Membership Full Rate for 1st Senior member, 50% of full rate for each 

other family member living at the same address. 
Junior Membership 50% of full rate for up to 20 years of age. 
Full Time Student 50% of full rate. 
Senior Citizen 50% of full rate for 65 + years of age. 
 
Only one set of mail will be sent to a family group membership but each member will have 
an individual registration / race number and have full voting rights. 

First time / New memberships. 

New membership subscriptions accepted on or after 1st July each year will only pay 50% of 
the applicable rate above.  
New membership subscriptions accepted on or after 1st October each year would be at the 
full correct applicable rate BUT will also be valid to include the next full financial year. 
Amount enclosed $                 (cheque, cash, direct credit) delete as required.  
Please circle the membership type you are joining under. 
Return form and subs to:  
 
NZMPBA Secretary/Treasurer: 
Grahame Haines 
13 Kilworth Place  
Blenheim 7201 
Mob: 027 226 2922 
E-Mail: wobblz@xtra.co.nz 
Payment may be made by direct credit to BNZ 02 0600 0007986 00 instead of including with 
posted form or emailed form. Be sure to include your name and note you are a new member 
or if an existing member include NZMPBA race #  to identify payee. 
 
 
 
 

mailto:wobblz@xtra.co.nz
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North Island Championships 2012 

                                  Hosted by Wairarapa Model Power Boat Club 

                                              Henley Lake,     Masterton 
                                  Labour Weekend,   October 20th – 21st 2012 
                                    Regatta schedule, entries and frequencies to be confirmed by 7th October 2012. 
Name:                                          NZMPBA #:                         Regional Club:   

Address:                                                                                            

 

Ph Numbers:  HM;                        MOB;                                   E-Mail:        

Event Frequency Alternate 
Frequency 

Event Frequency Alternate 
Frequency 

A Mono Oval Heat   C Scale Hydro Oval Heat   

B Mono Oval Heat   Sport 45 Hydro Oval Heat   

C1 Mono Oval Heat   Sport 20 Hydro Oval Heat   

C2 Mono Oval Heat   Petrol Outrigger Hydro Oval 
Heat 

  

P1 Mono Oval Heat   Thunderboat T1 Oval Heat   

P2 Mono Oval Heat   Thunderboat t2 Oval Heat   

P3 Mono Oval Heat   Petrol Sport Hydro Oval Heat   

A Tunnel Oval Heat   P1 Hydro Oval Heat   

B Tunnel Oval Heat   P2 Hydro Oval Heat   

C2 Tunnel Oval Heat   P3 Hydro Oval Heat   

P1 Tunnel Oval Heat      

P2 Tunnel Oval Heat   Open Electric Oval Heat   

P3 Tunnel Oval Heat      

A Hydro Oval Heat   If time permits we will look at    

B Hydro Oval Heat   Running an Open Oval or King   

C2 Hydro Oval Heat   of the Lake event/s   

   Entries taken on day.   

Terms and Conditions 
 Mandatory Alternate Frequency does not apply to 2.4GHz radios. 
 All events will be run on the Oval course.  
 All events will be run to NZMPBA Rules.  Latest version of the rules as on website www.nzmpba.co.nz 

 All participants must be current financial members of the NZMPBA. 
 Entries Close Monday 24th September  2012 @ 5pm. (Late entries will incur an additional 

fee of $20.00 and may not necessarily be accepted). 
Regatta Registration Fee  $ 20.00   
           
Dinner,   under 5yrs $6,   5-10Yrs $12,   11 yrs and over $25 per head 
 

Please indicate numbers attending and include dinner payment with your registration. 
 
Under 5yrs,                  5 – 10 yrs               11yrs and over                               Total included,     $ 
 
Dinner and prize giving will be at the Cosmopolitan Club,  Masterton,     Sunday  21st October 12.      
Meet at 6/30pm  

 
Please indicate if you would like to be billeted         yes   /   no, 
 
Please indicate if you would like to be picked up and returned to the Cook Strait Ferries or airport.      
Yes   /  no   ( F. / Air.)              

 
Total Payment must accompany entry, Cheques made to  Wairarapa Model Power Boat Club                    

 
Entries must be Posted or E-Mailed (no phone entries will be accepted) 
Post: WMPBC,  Wayne Mowbray,  129 Cockburn Street,    Mastertom 
Email:  Wayne.Mowbray@xtra.co.nz   (also to confirm a direct credit or banked cash deposit has been 
made). 
Bank details for Direct Credit,  06 0689 0309648 00 
Signed as acceptance of all terms and conditions _________________________  

Any questions please contact:    
Wayne Mowbray,       ph / fax  (06) 370 1670,         email  Wayne.Mowbray@xtra.co.nz 

http://www.nzmpba.co.nz/
mailto:Wayne.Mowbray@xtra.co.nz
mailto:Wayne.Mowbray@xtra.co.nz

